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I'm a Software Developer specialized in crafting exceptional software solutions using a variety of
technologies. While my expertise lies primarily in Front-end development, I am also well-prepared to do
some Back-end development.

My technical skill set includes libraries and frameworks like React, TypeScript, CSS, Next.js, NodeJS,
and an extensive list of essential tools like: Redux, Jotai, CSS-IN-JS, ReactQuery, SWR, GIT, Storybook,
Apollo Client, Formik, Zod, Yup, Jest, React Testing Library and many more. This skillset is essential for
any project development and distribution speed.

I have built a great communication skill that ensures the efficient execution of projects within
cross-functional teams. Additionally, my passion for improving ensures that I am always learning about
best practices and technologies.

My passion is around 3D on Web, Game Development and Technology in general.

EXPERIENCE

Sr Software Developer Dec 2020 - Mar 2024
Revolt - New York (Remote)

● Sr. Software Developer focused on Front-End Developer across a range of projects. I
used multiple technologies such as React, Next.js, React Native, TypeScript, Node.js,
GraphQL, CSS-in-JS, Tailwind CSS, and Angular.

● Additionally, and also with social collaboration through effective cross-team
communication, mentoring, and implementing agile development practices,
particularly with Scrum methodologies.

● Contributed to the development of new products, creating products for different
clients but also maintaining legacy applications.

● Collaborated closely with cross-functional teams (UI/UX, Backend, and Management)
to ensure the accurate delivery of applications.

● Mentored co-workers within the engineering team, supporting their career
development and growth within the company by conducting brief React sessions on
performance, design patterns, and best practices.

● I specialize in simplifying the lives of engineers by building Front-End Infrastructure,
using tools such as Vite, React, Storybook, and Git Hooks with Husky to enhance
workflow efficiency.

● Contributed to the internal documentation of best practices for engineers' internal
use.

tel:5491124060712
https://github.com/maitzeth
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andre-ivan-mz/
https://andreivan.me/


Front-End Developer Apr 2019 - Oct 2020
Braintly - Buenos Aires, Argentina.

● I helped to create new products for different clients and also kept older React-based
apps up and running.

● Helped to create Braintly's first React Native app for a client, integrating real-time VoIP
communication technology (WebRTC SDK).

● Collaborated closely with the team leader to develop a small library of UI components,
simplifying the process of creating new layouts in the future

Front-End Developer Jul 2018 - Apr 2019
Studio EGO, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

● Helped by adding new features and resolving bugs within the company's internal
product.

● Enhanced performance by updating inefficient functions, identifying and optimizing
functions that were causing bad performance.

● Ensured compatibility of new features with older browsers such as IE11.
● Optimized loading times by implementing CSS and JS file minification, and

established automated production building using tools like Gulp.

Web Development Teacher Mar 2016 - Mar 2018
Escuela Web LLC, Caracas, Venezuela.

● Helped a total of 145 people during this time, in successfully completing their
graduation process by providing comprehensive guidance on the fundamental
concepts of HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript.



ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE
Informatic Engineering Degree Sep 2011 - Jun 2016
Colegio Universitario de Caracas (CUC) Caracas, Venezuela.

Escuela Web LLC
● HTML5 and CSS3 (2014)
● Wordpress Advanced (2014)
● JavaScript Basic to Advanced (2014)
● Ruby On Rails (2014)

Wes bos Courses
● What the Flexbox?
● Learn Redux
● JS ES6
● Full Stack with Next and GraphQL.

Appdelante
● APIs Design with NodeJS

SKILLS
Expert in: ReactJS, JavaScript, HTML5, CSS3, NextJS, NodeJS, TailwindCSS, CSS-In-JS, Git,
Redux, Jotai | Recoil | Zustand, ReactQuery, SWR, GraphQL, Apollo, Jest, React Testing Library,
React Native, NodeJS, ExpressJS.
Intermediate in: Angular

LANGUAGES
English: (Professional Proficiency - B2+)
Spanish: Native

https://www.escuelaweb.net/
https://wesbos.com/courses
https://appdelante.com/cursos

